THE PAUSE A DOORWAY TO AWARENESS
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Does Busy Always Equal Productive?
We have been taught that “busy” is synonymous with “productive.” In fact, there is such a high value placed on
being busy and productive that our level of busy-ness is often a big factor in our sense of self-worth. Some of
us even fear being inactive!
The woman in this picture appears to be bored and unengaged. She looks tired and seems to be having a
hard time focusing on her job. Does she look like someone who could be trusted with a large project? Read
on. Appearances can be deceiving!
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What about this group of co-workers? Don’t they all appear completely engaged in a joint project? Each of
them has at least one hand in the middle of the project as if they each have important contributions to make.
Most people would assume that this group is well on the way to successfully completing an important
assignment. But once again, appearances can be deceiving.
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Assumptions About Productivity May Be Wrong
Researchers who investigate beliefs about productivity find that many of those beliefs are wrong. For example,
being busy does not equal being productive.

In fact, research shows that napping at work can actually improve productivity. Why? Among other benefits, a
nap increases tolerance for frustration and reduces impulsive
behavior. More and more companies such as Google and
Uber are encouraging napping and even provide dedicated
spaces.
Students who deprive themselves of sleep by staying up all
night to study are doing themselves no favors. Learning is
actually less likely when we are sleep-deprived.
One important brain activity that occurs during sleep is moving
information that we’ve taken in while studying from a part of
the brain that functions like a computer’s desktop into another
area for permanent storage. Without sleep, what you studied
and thought you learned may not stick.
Naps and sleep are examples of pausing. They appear to stop the production process, but they actually
improve the quality of our lives and of what we produce.
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The Power of the Conscious Pause
For many of us a pause, a moment with nothing to do, can feel uncomfortable or unfamiliar. We associate
steady activity with self-worth. We fear inactivity and fill up every moment to avoid anxiety.
But the truth is that busy-ness can be mind numbing and stress producing, while pausing can actually be the
key to productivity and healthy self-esteem. A pause of even a minute or less offers an opportunity to refocus,
recharge, regroup.
When we become deeply engrossed in a project, we are in an unaware, trance-like state. Things can happen
around us that we don’t notice. We do things that we don’t even remember doing. It is as if our lives are taking
place outside our conscious control – on autopilot.
A conscious pause brings us back to the present moment. It invites us to exercise our metacognition – our
thinking about what we are thinking. We mentally take a step back and notice what we are doing.
Why is that helpful? It empowers us. We can see ourselves from a different perspective and notice that we
have choices – options we weren’t aware of while on autopilot. When we are mindful, rather than mindless,
options become available to us that we weren’t aware of in the trance. For example,
we can re-evaluate what we have been doing and consider whether we want to continue
we can choose to take a longer break before returning to work
we can see if our bodies have needs – exercise, bathroom break, food, water, etc. – that may slow us
down if not met
we can notice whether we are acting in line with our values (are we ignoring people we care about?)
we can ask if our present actions are serving us well
we can notice if we are as far along with our project as we had planned by now
we can check in with our emotions, since they are good barometers
we can observe the quality of what we have been doing and make adjustments
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Associate Pausing with Breathing
During a pause we have more objectivity, especially when we use the pause to expand our lungs and breath
deeply. The oxygen we take in wakes up our brains and allows us to think more clearly. (Take another look at
the woman on page two from that perspective!) We can also use the reliability of our breathing to help us
remember to take a conscious pause.
When we associate pausing with breathing, the opportunity to consciously pause arises between 17,000 and
30,000 times a day. That is the number of times the average person breaths each day. Each breath, when we
pay attention to it, can remind us to pause.
Each breath is made of two parts – an in-breath and an out-breath. Between an in-breath and an out-breath,
there is a built-in pause at the point when the direction of breathing changes from in to out.
We don’t notice each of the pauses between our breaths, because
breathing doesn’t require conscious control. But we can choose to
become conscious of our breathing from time to time in order to bring our
attention to the present moment. The breath is a handy tool because it is
always with us.
When we become conscious of breathing, we can breath in deeply and
slightly lengthen the pause between breaths by holding our breath for a
few seconds. For those few seconds we are aware and able to notice
where we are and what we are doing. Then a strong exhale is a huge
release.
Our minds and our bodies are in the present moment. We are no longer
on autopilot. Many options become apparent. We are in a powerful
moment because we can consciously choose.
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The Paradox of Pausing
It is shortsighted for a company to think of productivity exclusively in terms of output. Such a perspective does
not take into account essential factors such as employee work/life balance, job satisfaction, and health. It
doesn’t emphasize healthy organizational growth or individual employee growth and development. All of those
have big impacts on productivity.
For individuals, similar issues can arise if they focus solely on how much they
accomplish. Output is only one way to measure progress. A balanced life
needs to also include a focus on health, personal growth, quality of
relationships, happiness, and overall quality of life.
When we are stressed, we cannot use our creative and thinking brains to their
fullest. Instead we are in a version of flight, fight, or freeze mode that does not
lead to a balanced life supportive of creative productivity. Breathing and
pausing are critical tools in relieving anxiety and thinking clearly.
The woman in the cartoon is pausing, but her pause was medically necessary
and resulted in a halt to her productivity. Proactive pausing is what she
needed. Regular pausing to become aware of her circumstances would have
alerted her that things were out of balance in her world. Something needed to
change. Since there was no change, her productivity came to a temporary halt.
Conscious pausing would have improved her functioning and productivity.
The conscious pause of a few seconds is a model on which longer pauses can be built. The longer pauses
provide more opportunities to breathe and be aware of the present moment. They, too, offer the chance to
step back and gain a fresh perspective on oneself in the moment.
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A Pause within a Pause
There is a phenomenon in nature and mathematics called fractals. A fractal is a pattern that repeats across
different scales. The vegetable in this picture is an example. The whole vegetable has a conical shape that is
made up of many smaller conical shapes, each of which is similarly made up of even smaller conical shapes.
A pattern of pausing can also be repeated across different scales. We have looked at the tiniest building block
of pausing, the moment between in- and out-breaths. A slightly longer pause could start with the breath and
move into a coffee break during which time we notice what is going on around us and make adjustments.
Then we might choose to pause for a full afternoon by
getting out in nature to replenish our soul among the
trees and rocks and rivers, listening to the birds and
watching for wildlife.
An even larger pause might come in the form of a
weekend retreat, perhaps even a three-day weekend
retreat. What a wonderful time to step back, reevaluate, and adjust the direction we are taking.

Even larger pauses could be a week’s vacation, a month’s vacation, semi-retirement, complete retirement, etc.
Each pause offers similar opportunities to open our lungs and take in fresh air, clear our brains, step back,
gain perspective, re-evaluate, be creative, and choose a more conscious path.
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When Can You Find Time for a Conscious Pause for Awareness?
The next two pages contain charts into which you can enter possible times when you might build conscious
pauses into your life. Use these charts or make your own with the number of lines that works best for you.
Each of these will be a time to be more intentional and aware and therefore more empowered.

Just like the businessperson in this picture, you will become physically and mentally re-energized by each
pause for breathing and perspective taking and self-care. Pauses for awareness of various sizes can become
an integral part of your more intentional life. Enjoy!
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Pause ____________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
Pause _________________________
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Pause _______
Pause _______
Pause _______
Pause _______
Pause _______
Pause ________
Pause _____

[This chart has fewer lines because the font sizes in it are based on the Fibonacci series. It’s not too useful for filling in, but it’s
included because it is pretty and because there is a relationship between fractals and the Fibonacci series. That may interest
some readers. Other images of fractals with mention of the Fibonacci sequence can be found here:
http://webecoist.momtastic.com/2008/09/07/17-amazing-examples-of-fractals-in-nature/ Enjoy!]
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A Few Resources on Pausing
http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/8165-sleeping-at-work.html
http://www.inc.com/zoe-henry/google-uber-and-other-companies-where-you-can-nap-at-the-office.html
https://www.nap.edu/read/11633/chapter/6#64
http://blog.cengage.com/power-pausing/
http://www.thinkingcollaborative.com/stj/isolating-skills-pausing/
https://bluehousefreeschool.com/2015/08/06/7-benefits-of-quantum-pause-breathing/
http://www.bigbluecouchcoaching.com/5-benefits-of-pausing
http://breathingspace.com/old/?option=com_content&task=view&id=635
http://www.meditationiseasy.com/aids-in-meditation/learn-deep-breathing-through-pause-breath-method/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/deborah-schoeberlein/mindfulness-stress_b_2131482.html
http://addca.com/adhd-coach-training/ADHD-Blog-Details/the_seven_big_benefits_of_pausing_for_people_with_adhd/
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